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Key Features 

Show detailed error message on every condition that fails 
Now you can add a detailed message to each of your coupon conditions. Your 
customer no longer needs to guess why a coupon was not applied. 

Show first failed condition or all failing conditions 
With Mageside Useful Coupon Error Message you have the choice to display only the 
error message for the first failing condition error message, or you can display error 
messages for all failed conditions at once. 

Show simple error message 
In case, you don’t want to show a detailed error message, in configuration panel of the 
Coupon Error Message extension you can set up to show one message. 

Immense time savings 
Implementation of this extension results in a huge increase in customer convenience 
and savings of customer service time and effort. Not to mention that eliminates 
support team requests to figure out what on Earth is going on with the coupon errors. 
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Configuration 

• Enabled - to enable Coupon Error Message select “yes”
• Show One Message - select “yes” if you want to show the customer the first

error message in conditions. Select “no” if you want to show the customer the
whole error message from conditions.
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Coupon Error Message Creating 

To create coupon error message run to “Cart Price Rules” > “Add New Rule” > fill up all 
necessary fields. 
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• Coupon – choose “Specific Coupon”
• Coupon Code – type coupon code by which a customer can get a discount
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In the section “Conditions” apply necessary rules: 
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In the section “Actions” fill up all necessary fields. 

• Apply – select necessary type of amount type

• Discount Amount – type a number of dicsount amount.

Once all necessary sections are filled up, click “Save”. 
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Example of Coupon Error Message 

Once you created a new cart price rules and set up conditions, a customer can use 
now a coupon code on website. 
First, we created the rule: 

A customer sees the error message. In configuration panel it was selected “Show One 
Message > Yes”: 
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A customer sees the error message. In configuration panel it was selected “Show One 
Message > No”: 

A coupon code “H20” was successfully applied: 
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